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sky[nav]pro™ with New Three-Tiered Pricing Model:
Weekend Launch at Bienenfarm Airfield
Berlin. Dacher Systems’ second participation at AERO was a resounding success: “Response to our product
was huge,” delights Tiberius Dacher, Managing Director at Dacher Systems. “We thank all stand visitors for
their conversations and feedback on our sky[nav]pro™ BlueLine Box.” This portable transceiver
communicates via terrestrial and satellite-based technologies and transmits received data via WiFi to the
tablet being used for navigation. However, there was also great interest in the recently launched
sky[nav]pro™ RedLine Box that also allows reception of transponder and FLARM signals. As a thank you for
the very positive response at the trade fair there is a very special gift for all new customers: sky[nav]pro™ will
in May 2017 be offering a free, integrated weather briefing with friendly support of the German weather
service (Deutscher Wetterdienst - DWD).
Dacher Systems has also given some thought to pricing structures: “The market for private pilots is so varied
that we want to better adapt our range to this,” explained Tiberius Dacher. For this reason from May 2017
there will be a new three-tiered pricing structure for the sky[nav]pro™ BlueLine Box: for Occasional Fliers
the system offers a prepaid model without any monthly fixed costs. The new Standard Tariff for pilots who
fly regularly costs a monthly fee of just €29 and offers cheaper data tariffs. For those spending many flight
hours in the air Frequent Fliers can enjoy the cheapest data tariffs for live services at €49.

Practice Test at Bienenfarm Airfield (EDOI)
There is no better place to demonstrate the application spectrum of the sky[nav]pro™ than in a real-life
situation. For this reason Dacher Systems offers all those interested an AERO follow-up including practical
test. From 29 April (10.30 am) to 30 April (5.30 pm) it will be possible to experience navigation and flight
weather in a live test at the Bienenfarm Airfield (EDOI). Furthermore, the event will provide an overview of
electric fleet management for flying schools and flight operators by means of terrestrial and satellite-based
tracking. What is special about this: Dacher Systems covers the landing fee for participating aircraft with up
to two tons MTOM.
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P R E S S RELEASE
About SkyNavPro™:
SkyNavPro™ was developed by Dacher Systems GmbH. Dacher Systems was established in 2005 by CEO
Tiberius Dacher as an IBM-based systems company and rapidly developed into a solutions provider for
telematics and avionics. As a member of the European telematics company, Telematics PRO e.V., Dacher
Systems is known for the creation and design of social mobility requirements. The sites in Berlin, Düsseldorf,
Zurich and Kronstadt assist international corporations in the aerospace sector. The owner and CEO, Tiberius
Dacher, is a keen private pilot.

Further information at www.SkyNavPro.aero
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